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The revolutionary development in telecommunication and information technology is based on several roots, The critical mass of users

(sometimes above one billion people) is often mentioned concerning mobile phones and computers, services, applications. other
important issue might be the fierce Campetition on the global lCT market. A very important factor in this competition to come first to the

lCT marketplace with relevant new products and services. There is no ultimate winner in this Competition íor long run, Day by day the

competition starts again and technical novelties push the market into new direction.

í. lntroduction

Which directions of technology development promise the
best future? How to prepare ourse|ves to survive the chan-
ges or even be leaders? What are the tasks of system
suppliers, service providers, users, regulatory bodies, go-
vernments to provide better position to the human society
by this game? Which íields promise good business, source
of tax money, and benefit for end users?

These are really diíficult questions. lt is absolute im-
possible to be good fortune te|ler in this íie|d by eternal
statements. The aim of this paper is to stimulate thinking
of experts in this field, Might be some elements of this pa-
per are quite provocative. We have to recognise, that band-
width grows íastest and transmission capacity has |ess
direct limit in growth, Bandwidth is mentioned as a third
category, simple technicaI issue. lt has chance, that from
enabler category the bandwidth issues will lift to the leveI

of killer category, Tracking back oí the stock exchange fi-
gures we can detect an opposite trend! Papers of high
speed network companies are low now. However there are
several optimistic analysers concerning bandwidth.

Facts are reviewed here in a strange sequence. De-
tailed analysis is done but the customised conclusions re-

main for readers.

2. DeveIopment oí technology
concerning bandwidth and reIated íieIds

The íuture oí networks depends on the development speed
and costs oí the folIowing items:

. processing one bit,

. transmit one bit,

. store one bit,
The future network philosophy is determined by the

winner of the items listed above.

Well known laws summarise the development trends oí
items above. They a|l show exponential growth in time,
The exponential curve is very steep at all but the value of
exponent is highest at bandwidth. Consequently the fas-
test growth is at bandwidth. The processing power is dou-
bled within 1 .5 years, the bandwidth is tripled within one
year, and storage capacity is doubled within one year.

The winning position of the bandwidth can be derivat-
ed from the value of exponent. An other írequently men-
tioned íact is that nanotechnology or novel processing
iCeas are necessary because the physical limits seems to

be near in the development possibilities oí traditional chip
technologies, Hopefully the chip technology will find also
new lines oí further development to override the limits in

Moore law on processing power The processing power is doubled in 18 months

Gilder law on bandwidth The total bandwidth oí global communication
system is tripled in 12 months

Metcalf law on the value of networks The potential value oí networks is proportional with
the sqare of the number oí users

Shugart law on the price of storage capacity
The price of magnetic storage related to one

bit is halved in 18 months

Ruettgers law on storage capacity The storage capacity is doubled in ,1 2 month

wacker law on metadata
Any information related to the transaction

has higher value than the transaction itself
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technology e,g, to solve the thermal problems of big and
high speed chips. However such problems do not exist in
development of transmission bandwidth.

One carrier frequency in one optical fibre can transmit
,10 Gbitis. ln one fibre ]000 carrier can be implemented
and in one cable 1000 fibre is feasible. Multiply these fi-
gures the resu|t shows that the theoretical transmission
capacity of such a cable is about ,10'6 

bit/si. This cable has
about one inch diameter, consist of 1000 fibre and in each
fibre we can use 1000 carrier, Can we say that the trans-
mission capacity of such a cable is practically infinite? Yes
and a simple example may prove it. The normal life time of
a human person is about 80 years that means 2,5 x 10n

seconds, The most advanced coding procedures needs
about 1Mb/s, to store or transmit good quality video sig-
nals. So our example cable can transmit in 1 second so
many video signals, which can be watch by 4 persons dur-
ing 80 years (24 ours per day). The transmission capacity
of such cable can be characterised by this 4 life-long video
signal transmission in one second.

The same time we can state that we are in the age of
practically free bandwidth also. Let us bring an example
again to prove it, Hungarian Universities and academic
institutions are connected to the HUNGARNET network
typically by 1,5 Gigabit/s fibre links. A normal monthly fee
paid by institutions for a dark fibre leased line service to
transport bits takes 200.000 HUF. The costs oí equipment
like media converters or routers are not included.

This leased line cost can be conside-
red practically free, A tram ticket takes ,125

HUF in Hungary. Using the full download
speed 125 HUF takes 27 minutes down-
loading or downloading of 2430 Gigabits
or downloading 6,75 hours good quality
video or full content of hard discs of 30
personal computers, So practically the trans-
mission costs can be considered free!
That is a quite difíerent question that the
theoretical bandwidth is really utilised very
low level. The transmission capacity is uti-
lised by few percent during nights or week-
ends.

As other result of the fantastic develop-
ment in optical transmission technology we
can state, that the geographic distances in

the globe are eliminated. The world record
in íibre cable attenuation does not exceed
0,001 dB/km. This means that by one hop
Hungary and any town oí the USA can be
directly connected with optical cables! lt

does not matter whether transatlantic or
transpacific routes are used but ampliíica-
tion is not needed,

The NASA homepage has detailed de-
scription of the system producing such op-
tical cable, On the board of Columbia spa-
ce shuttle were tested the system several
times to produce extreme clean glass fibre
in microgravity environment.

The fibre diameter is precisely controlled by the pu ,;
speed and the fibre is immediately coated. We hav: ::
mention that the raw materials are available all arounc :-;
globe with practically unlimited amount (not the same 33--
cerning copper because the copper resources oí the g :-
be are more and more limited),

Why can we calculate with real explosion in the íie c :-
information technologies as a result oí íast developmer: -

transmission capacities? Because the real basic prac:;=
wil| changed radically soon. As the development speed :,
processing power and the memory capacities is ,:-
enough this two íactors together speed up the dema,:
for transmission capacity too. The new solutions will sprea:
mostly in the best developed areas of the world. So :^=

winners and losers of new results will be even more divioe:

3. lmpacts on network and
service structure

The unlimited and free bandwidth has serious conseque,-
ces on the development of network structure, on the ne:-
work operation and on the services.

The unlimited and almost free goods have no high res
pects and not so easy to make profitable business c-
them - except stimulating wasteíul applications. Even i^

the field of electronic engineering can be mentioned othe,
wasteful applications: in ,1970 the price of one transisto,
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was about ,1 USD but
today in a high scaled
CH|P 0,000 000 025 USD
costs one transistor. ln
one chip billions of tran-
sistors can be produced
and an example foto is
shown below

Companies make good business on practicalIy íree
transistors. Only trick is to stimuIate wasteíul using of
them. Consider please the up to date personal computers!
They consist of billions oí transistors, ln spite of almost
free transistors the complete computer has prof itable pri-

se. Hysteric campaigns are initiated to increase quickly the
number of computers in Hungary! We have to follow the
oíficial statistic figures of the global leaders! Flemember
please the typical application of a personal computer (the
application of billion oí transistors in each)! Billions of bits
are used for games or for screen savers or animated sym-
bo|s in the help menu. Our fathers used a pack of cards
for comparable games instead of billions of transistors with
a sophisticated software package on the top of it. The real
problem is not only the wasteful application but pulling the
development towards the even more wasteful solutions
without the critical thinking of other promising principles. lt

is time rethinking the principles oí information technolo-
gies! lt is time to analyse the consequences of wasteful
usage of bandwidth.

4. Conclusion

New network structures and
new roles of network nodes
come with the wasteíul band-
width applications. ln the tradi-
tional telecom networks had
high level intelligence in the
networks and stupid terminals
were at the ends. ln the com-
puter networks the terminals
were very intelligent and the
network functions were con-
sidered primitive level, mostly
as simple transparent bit-pipes
(one bit in-one bit out) and si-
milar simple network functions

in nodes (controlled by terminals), The main difference is
flow control. The essential íeatures are represented in the
figure (above)below.

One of the global leaders in systems demonstrated a
new system concept. This system supports mobile users,
standardised network components, different service pro-
viders, different application providers, shared network
íunctions, authentication of users, billing systems... The
service creation and provision functions, the access and
transport functions, the application creation and provision
functions are implemented in harmony of competition ori-
ented multi provider environment. Elementary functions to
íind the mobile users, making the identification, au-
thentication and authorisation process, providing correct
data record for fair billing, meantime protect the rights oí
personal data...

rhe figure (down)below shows an example of imple-
mentation of such network functions, The names of indi-
vidual boxes have not importance but the complexity of
network structure is really interesting. The present telecom
operators calculate fees mostly based on call minutes, so
somehow they charge the used bandwidth. The network
intelligence and mostly the content fees are mostly trans-
formed into the charges of bandwidth. This network struc-
ture don't suggest development towards the free and
unlimited bandwidth and extreme bandwidth stupid net-
works.
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Mr. Carelli, the director of EUHESCOM had a very inter-
esting presentation in Budapest in 200,1 concerning the
next generation networks. (EURESCOM is the research
and strategic cooperation of European network opera-
tors.) ln this presentation one oí main messages was that
the main factor selecting the best network mode seems to
be the cost of switching technologies" Cheap bandwidth
suggests rather circuit switching, cheap processing power
prefers packet switching. The conceniration or distribution
the network intelligence is a quite different issue. This is
not a cost factor but rather question of technical feasibili-
ty. Packet switching of the above mentioned 10'6 bitis bit
stream is not expensive but not realistic. Even one per
cent of this bit ílow is more above the processing capabili-
ties of the íastest processing chip,

Relevant new (or re-invented) solutions in the network
world are quite common. Remember the suggested net-
work topology by A.G. Bell: this was a fully meshed struc-
ture. A very similar struclure is suggested by G. Gilder for
unlimited bandwidth optical networks. The inventjon of te-
lephone switchboard by T. Puskás some years aíter the
lnvention of telephone introduced the rational manage-
ment with lines or with other words the rationalisation oí
bandwidth.

Using other words the unlimited bandwidth connecti-
ons and meshed or ring network topology can be uti|ised
as the traditional radio broadcasting: send the information
flow everywhere and the selection of the relevant informa-
tion is the task of the user at the receiving termina|. lt is a
logical question where can we put so many fibre cables?
The existing duct system has space enough removing the
copper cables - there is no risk to destroy pedestrian ways
in towns.

Relevant new user behaviour can emerge by the free
and unlimited bandwidth. Even the author of this paper
has recognised ihat it is íaster downloading a íile from the
net than find it in an unknown map with unknown name in

the hard disc. ln spring time oí 2003 a new computer
series was introduced at the lnformation Technology
Faculty of the Pázmány Péter Catholic University. Their
hard disc capacity was eight time higher than in the previ-
ous system. The network manager allowed to the students
íree usage of disc space due to the really big step forward
in storage capacity. A month later discs were íull and even
drastic limitations were not enough to change user behav-
iour. The main reason behind the problems was not pure-
ly the storage capacity limit but the unlimited bandwidth
and easy downloading of any content.

Within a few seconds fantastic amount of interesting
content can be downloaded from the net.

ln our world the processing power is quite high and
continuously increasing, the available storage capacity is
big and increasing; the bandwidth is practically unlimited,
íree and has the fastest development speed. What is the
really limited resource in our world? G. Gilder as one fa-
mous 9uru in ihis field state that the human persons. Per-
sons who are able to produce new software, interfaces,
protocols, network standards - for smooih communication
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oí information systems, and interoperability with previc-:
systems. New solutions are necessary to utilise oí quic. 

"

developing resources. Gilder forecasted the quick dea:-
of networks having stupid terminals like telephone or te s-
vision. Gilder predicted high intelligence in the netwo,.s
but concentrated at the edges. For example in mob .
phones the processor, memory, display, camera .... cc,-
siderable exceed the capabilities a normal PC in the earl
nineties. These terminal functions are organic part of ne:-
work intelligence.

The new network philosophy suggested by G. Gilde,
promise a new age in content provision as well. Any cor-
tent will be available in any time and any place. The mai,
difference between the traditional TV broadcasting anc
the new download based content provision can illustratec
by the following example. Travel by train is comfortable bu:
you have to adapt to the time table have to go to the rai-
way station, and your travel partners can not be choset:..
By car you can departure when you wish, can stop where
you want, you can select your partners, and you can chan-
ge routes even meantime, lf any content accessible ío,
you, then the absolute f reedom might be available for you
to compose the actual and individual information, learninc
and amusement program without standing from your arm-
chair. For such networks and services new companies are
required, The existing firms hope better profit by tradition-
al services. Probably pioneer companies initiate revolution
in network and service structures,

What is the connection of bandwidth development to
relate other factors? What is the perspective in processor,
power? A serious limit is the heating, The forced air heat-
ing is problematic to keep normal temperature in the
processor chip. Water heated PC processors means one
possible heating solutions. Several companies demon-
strated water-heated processors in CeBlT 2003.

Developments in storage capacities have nice íigures
also. lBM provided in 2003 personal computers with 400
GB hard discs as welL ln ,1998 the average hard disc ca-
pacitywas 5,1 GB but in 2002 36,1 GB in shipped perso-
nal computers (MAXTOR).

While nany vendors have p|ayed with the iechnoiogy of 802- 1 
,1

product§ io §§t proprielary speed boost§ of 72 Mbps and even 1 C8
Mi:ps, the official number for the maxinrum speed with 802.1 ] a anc
802.1 1 q has always been 54 Mbps. But that mi§ht change.
Unsirung.com is leporting, based on a conversation with S|uart
Kerry, chailman cí the l§E['s 802.'1 ,1 Working Group, that a
co|leclicn oí rnembers ca||ed the High Throughpui Study Group is
working cn * poiential high-perfrrrmance §tandald that would boost
bclh B1]2.1 1b (now at 11 Mbps) and 8O2.1 1a standarCs,
Whi|e not official yet, this standard lor increased throughput
rnight be called S02,11n^ Proposais say it coulcl §0 to tr08 Mbps
or beyond-as rnuch as 320 Mbps,
The speed increase would take place due 1o the handling of
problems such as ]o§t packst§. interference, and other issues lhat
regularly impact WLANs.
This new standard is not expected to be comp|ete L;ntil 2CO§ or
2006



The optical cables today connect network nodes but
usually not the user terminals. The last mile links need
higher and higher bandwidth. The high speed utilisation oí
twisted copper pairs means one promising mode of high
bandwidth connection. The wireless connections have al-
so revolutionary development, As a new example the start
of 802,1,1n WLAN standard by 300 bps links can bring
new waves in wireless connections replacing the B02. 11 b
version of 11 Mbps links. The fibre connection can be ter-
minated at small WLAN base stations. The end users can
connect by short distance high speed radio link providing
real full conform.

ln 2003 six chip suppliers have full chip set íor the
802.,11.b standard and a WLAN card for notebook take a
couple of ten USD only.

These rapid developments in technology promise big
changes in the field of services as well. Analysts predict
competition of 3rd generation mobile systems and Wl-Fl in

US. An example copy of headline news tries to indicate
below the stile of starting competition:

];._*:.n ": d i}q t Bh,iléflí}rí,\,blJ;!i" ; 1"V# !"-§§§ííl*L} -AWiWy2003
§*od-§y* 3§ - h§el§e Wi-Fi

Franryg66|19. tglr'}

§e§§*cg h*t b§g on third-generation
w§r*|ess - §nd took a big hit. Now T-
M*bi§*'s J*hn §tanton has a §rand

e§mv*r§em§§ plan" §tarbucks is jtls*
ótr^ Ltíle UeElnnlng.
§y §an Briady

According to the opinion of some journalists the 3rd
generation mobile systems are failed even before the real
start. The WLAN based services using their popular name
Wl-Fl have aggressive rollout plans starting from public
places. The T-Mobile in US cooperating with STAHBUCKS
started an attractive combination of services. Sit down;
use the internet with your notebook and the free coífee is
only an addition to other services. Phone calls naturally
are included in the service set. such service combination
might be really promising in a big country where the mobile
penetration and the radio coverage are far behind Euro-
pean figures. Most of the services and applications plan-
ned in the 3rd generation mobile will be implemented in
Wl-Fl as well. lt is a íuture question whether free coffee
comes to the charged internet or free internet usage to
the charged coffee.,...

The mobile operators (using the new fashion word
"cellco-s") have paid in Europe very big sum of money íor
the 3rd generation service licences or íor frequencies. The
new competitors use íree frequencies íor Wl-Fl! Might be
the high frequency íees spoil cellcos or funny small things
like coffee can bring the good balance.

One of the interesting consequences oí cheap access
to big information might be the end of intellectual propri-
etary rights. The big market turbulence in downloading or
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changing music records by internet seems to be only be-
ginning of the whole process, Due to the free bandwidth
there is no reason to store at home books, films or cD-s.
Downloading for momentary use is simpler. Authors íre-
quently support real global íree access to their products,

The free bandwidth can make the globe even more
comfortable or sustainable. lnstead of sitting in the car
and driving to work, learning or enjoy the life the telework-
ing, telelearning and other applications can spare a lot of
íuel or can help to reduce the terrible road traffic.

The downloaded content can be clean from dirty ad-
vertisements. The media industry in the downloading age
can separate real programs and advertisements.

One of the potential utilisation oí infinite bandwidth might
be to apply many cameras and propagate their signal. A
lot of news can be found on the net concerning cameras.

"S. ,3 §.,_ l xg" r; s4 tstJ§ Bs&§fl€p§§F {esá:a §
;:*] tix* i§*:xllí$:§ {§§ §*§§*e§§§i sfutffi

An American luxury ship was evacuated
on Thursday evening because one of
the passengers informed the staff on a
suspicious object with wires in the
lavatory.
After carefully search it was recognised
that no explosive but small camera was

ii,E*§ *s §tr{}§§{§§§ffi €$$,§

,*f {*d§§,#*§§* *§*§§Bm§ ffi ffi m§§*f§§§

HP develops digital cameras which
can be wear as a part of the clothing and
can continuously record important event
of the user's life.

Cameras as part of clothing can be sort according to
the cloth stile. so records of events can be sorted as
events with jacket, events with jeans, and events with
swimming dress.,..

TeleIearning is predicted as a real competitor of tradi-
tiona| contact based education. Complete courses are
available f ree on the net (e.g. MlT OpenCourseWare 2002).
So called "professor-less" courses and telelearning com-
munities have been started (peer-to-peer communities of
students). Experts and professors will be used mostly in
charged teleconsulting. One of possible consequence of
the wide spreading telelearning, that the certificatory insti-
tutions of knowledge will not be the traditional universities.
Teachers mention that students can learn a lot from each
other. Especially information technology is a field where
fathers can learn írom sons.

lí the real íuture is the downloading age how could we
find the desired content in the endless WEB? We hope
that the development of search engines can follow the
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content production. ln text based search the application
of higher level language technology is inevitable. The as-
sociation based procedures do not fit to the traditional ser-
ial processing methods. Content based search oí videos
and music records are at the very beginning.

5. Summary

ln the age of unlimited bandwidth new perspective are for
the development of telecommunication and information
technology. Good highways stimulate road traffic so high
bandwidth networks will transport more and more informa-
tion serving even wasteíul but useful applications. The list-
ed examples and applications demonstrate the actual sit-
uation and heIp to understand the real direction of devel-
opment. Conclusions sometimes are extravagant but bet-
ter to bring bigger umbrella and close it in sunshine than
only a very small one and become wet even in small rain,
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tTUJ=Df e\nzs-
The lnternational Telecommunication Union pub-
lished a new standard that allows content
providers to roll out value-added interactive
TV (iTV) services to any network without mo-
dification. lTv allows viewers oí a football
match for exampie, to display data on a play-
er while a match is in progress. The standard
means that content providers can develop
interactive material for programmes that can
then be distributed worldwide without extra
labour or cost. lt means the content will stay
true to the author's desingn in all markets - a
key concern íor advertisers. A key feature íor
industry is the flexibility of the standard that
allows operators to design individual content
and easily tag-on interactive content to their
programmes.

IU-r J,202 consolidates the work of other
standards makers illustrating lTU-T's position
for coordination of lnformation communication
Technology standards,

The first global index to rank lníormation and
Communication Technology (lCT) access has
turned up some surprises. Slovenia ties Fran-
ce and the Republic of Korea, usually not a-
mong the top ten in international lCT rankings,
- comes in in fourth. Apart from Canada, ran-
ked 1Oth, the top ten economies are exclusi-
vely Asian and European. The Digital Access
lndex (DAl) distinguishes itself from other in-
dices by includ|ng a number of new variables,
such as education and affordability. lt also co-
vers a total of 178 economies, which makes it

the first truly global lCT ranking.
countries are classified into one of four di-

gital assecc categories: high, upper, medium
and low. Those in the upper category include
mainly nations írom Central and Eastern Euro-
pe, the Caribbean, Gulf States and emerging
Latin American nations. Many have used lCTs
as a development enabler and government po-
licies have helped them reach an impressive
level oí lCT access, This includes major lCT
projects such as the Dubai lnternet City in the
United Arab Emirates, the Multimedia Super
Corridor in Malaysia and the Cyber City in Ma-
uritius. The DAl will be a useíul tool for track-
ing the future advancement of these ambiti-
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ous emergln9 economles
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